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Device drivers

Motivation

• Software that allows applications to interface easily with hardware devices

Kernel module components

• Initialization

⊲ choose whether the device is memory mapped or not. If not, use request region

to have the OS allocate protected space. If so, use request mem region to reserve
space and use ioremap to map the space in terms of pages

⊲ register the device with a “major” number. Use register chrdev.

⊲ create a buffer. Use get free pages to allocate it. When allocates using
kmalloc the driver really does not own the pages, kmalloc owns the pages, the
driver is just allowed to use the memory. This way the driver owns the space and
can do what it wants with it

⊲ create a work queue for the interrupt handler bottom half

⊲ probe for a free interrupt line or validate one manually. See IRQ probing below.

• Cleanup

⊲ Disable the interrupt

⊲ Disable the tasklet or flush scheduled work

⊲ Unmap if memory mapped (use iounmap)

⊲ release the region obtained above

⊲ free the buffer space

• File operations - see Driver-11 as an example, including the above

⊲ read

⊲ write

⊲ poll

⊲ open

⊲ release



Interrupts, barriers, timers

Motivation

• interrupts are necessary due to slowness of I/O compared to other CPU tasks

• barriers are needed to prevent compiler optimizations from causing unpredictable re-
sults and to ensure that reads and writes are completed before the results of those
operations are needed to be used

• timers may be used to recover from missed interrupts

Interrupts

• There are numerous but finitely many interrupt lines. Some of the lines may be shared.
See /proc/interrupts for interrupt counts and /proc/stat for a different view of the
same information.

• When an interrupt is handled a “top half” is done very quickly to set up a “bottom
half”:

⊲ top half is called on the interrupt and is quick because interrupts are disabled to
handle the event

⊲ top half sets up device data specific for the bottom half and schedules the bottom
half

⊲ bottom half is where the heavy work is done and which may be put into a work
queue or tasklet for processing while interrupts are turned on

• An interrupt can be missed - then what? Add a kernel timer that clears the state of
the module and resumes normal operations after a certain amount of time

• Interrupts can be disabled. Often, interrupts must be blocked while holding a spinlock
to avoid deadlocking the system.

Interrupt handling

• Tasklet: tasklets are a deferral scheme that you can schedule for a registered function
to run later. The top half (the interrupt handler) performs a small amount of work,
and then schedules the tasklet to execute later at the bottom half.

A given tasklet will run on only one CPU (the CPU on which the tasklet was scheduled),
and the same tasklet will never run on more than one CPU of a given processor
simultaneously. But different tasklets can run on different CPUs at the same time.

• Work queue: Work queues are a more recent deferral mechanism. Rather than
providing a one-shot deferral scheme as is the case with tasklets, work queues are a
generic deferral mechanism in which the handler function for the work queue can sleep
(not possible in the tasklet model). Work queues can have higher latency than tasklets
but include a richer API for work deferral. Deferral used to be managed by task queues
through keventd but is now managed by kernel worker threads.



Barriers:

• Write memory barrier: guarantees that all the write operations specified before the
barrier will appear to happen before all the write operations specified after the barrier
with respect to the other components of the system.

• Read memory barrier: guarantees that all the read operations specified before the
barrier will appear to happen before all the read operations specified after the barrier
with respect to the other components of the system.

• General memory barrier: guarantees that all the read and write operations speci-
fied before the barrier will appear to happen before all the read and write operations
specified after the barrier with respect to the other components of the system.

• Compiler barrier: prevents the compiler from moving the memory accesses from one
side of the barrier to the other side. This is a general barrier. The compiler barrier
has no direct effect on the CPU, which may then reorder things however it wishes.

• Lock: memory operations issued after the lock will be completed after the lock opera-
tion has completed. Memory operations issued before the lock may be completed after
the operation has completed. All lock operations issued before another lock operation
will be completed before that lock operation.

• Unlock: memory operations issued before an unlock will be completed before the
unlock operation has completed. Memory operations issued after an unlock may be
completed before the unlock operation has completed. All lock operations issued be-
fore an unlock operation will be completed before the unlock operation. All unlock
operations issued before a lock operation will be completed before the lock operation.

• Note: an unlock followed by an unconditional lock is equivalent to a full barrier, but
a lock followed by an unlock is not.

Deadlock, criteria, two-phase locking

See http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c4029/code/deadlock/deadlock.html

and http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c4029/code/deadlock/deadlock.pdf



Virtual Memory

Motivation

• We want a process to think it has lots of space but we can’t afford to give that much
to it.

• So, we introduce the notion of virtual address space and a function that maps virtual
addresses to physical addresses - physical space is allocated as needed.

• To support the sharing of libraries we introduce the Procedure Linkage Table and the
Global Offset Table.

• We also segment the virtual address spaces to prevent alocating space that is not going
to be used.

• But segmentation can be expensive because a translation function is required and
because quite a bit of de-fragmentation may be necessary to satisfy requests for space.

• This last problem can be reduced by using fixed size segments called pages that are
referenced through page tables.

Demand paging

• To get many more users in mainstore at once

• To get better utilization of hardware

• To handle jobs bigger than mainstore

• But it costs: performance & complexity

• Relies on: temporal locality - instructions in loops repeat often

• and spatial locality - instructions execute in sequence

Components

• Caches, particularly in hardware, such as the Translation look-ahead buffer (TLB) for
faster page table access

• Slabs, for kernel objects of known size

• Multi-level page tables: cache the cache of page table entries

• Page allocator: Buddy system

• Swapper: lazy



Page fault

• If a page frame is not in memory a page fault is generated as follows:

⊲ an exception is raised - the OS handles it

⊲ the state of the process causing it is saved

⊲ it is determined that the exception was a page fault

⊲ it is determined that the address reference is valid

⊲ the location of the page on disk is found

⊲ the page is read from disk - this requires a wait to complete a seek plus some
latency

⊲ the process that raised the exception is restarted because the CPU dropped it to
act on another

⊲ the state of current I/O process is saved

⊲ the page table is updated

⊲ the state of process causing the fault is restored

⊲ the process is resumed

• Service time can be as high as 30 msec

• Memory access time is about 60 nsec - 6 orders of magnitude difference!!!

• For 10% impact on access speed we can can afford only 1 swap for every 2 million
accesses

• If there is no free frame for the request, some extra tasks are added:

⊲ a “victim” page frame is found and written to disk (if it is modified)

⊲ the free-frame table is updated

⊲ the new page is read into the frame

⊲ the page table is updated

⊲ the process is restarted and resumed



Page replacement

• If a page must be swapped out to make room for a new frame, a victim frame must be
chosen and swapped out. The following are strategies for choosing a victim:

⊲ FIFO: remove the frame that has been resident the longest subject to an anomaly:
increased frames may cause more faults!

⊲ OPT: remove the frame that will be next accessed the furthest into the future.
This cannot be achieved in any practical sense although it is OK for some appli-
cations. It is primarily used as a benchmark to test other strategies against

⊲ LRU: remove a frame that has not been used for the longest period. LRU may
be implemented using a stack: when a frame is accessed it is pulled from the stack
and placed on top, the victim frame is the one on the bottom. But this is hard
to implement efficiently so approximations are used

⊲ LRU*: approximate LRU with a single reference bit in the page table entry. The
victim is the first page with a 0 reference bit. Perhaps 0 out reference bits every
so often so a frequently accessed frame will always have its reference bit set and
it will be less likely to be swapped out

⊲ LRU+: the second chance algorithm. All pages are in a circular queue. If the
cursor points to a page with reference bit set then reset it (giving it a second
chance) and move the cursor to the next page to test again. If all reference
bits are set the one the cursor pointed to originally is the victim. This is easily
implemented in software

⊲ LRU#: expand on LRU* by adding a dirty bit. Define four classes of page:

1. dirty/ref = 0,0: pages of this class can be swapped out easily because it is
not likely that a reference will be made soon and it is not necessary to write
the page to disk

2. dirty/ref = 0,1: is similar except a write is necessary

3. dirty/ref = 1,0: probably should not be swapped out because a reference is
likely

4. dirty/ref = 1,1: certainly is last to be considered for swap

Frame allocation

• We should also be aware that every process should be granted some minimum number
of page frames or else it will be competing with itself for free pages

• Fixed Allocation: all processes get the same minimum number of free pages Some
processes get starved, some are too wealthy

• Proportional Allocation: processes get a number of pages that is proportional to
either their total size or a mix of size and priority

• Global: a victim frame may be selected from any frame, allowing one process to “steal”
from another. Performance is on a single process is non-deterministic (unpredictable)

• Local: a victim frame may be selected only from the set belonging to the evicting
process. Results in more predictable performance but throughput suffers



Thrashing:

• system condition where processes are spending more time on page faults than on useful
work

• cause: processes have not been given enough frames there are too many processes
running

• cure: based on locality

⊲ define working-set-window (WSW) as some number of instructions and define
working-set as all pages accessed within the last WSW. If the sum of all WS sizes
is greater than number of pages available then thrashing results. In that case,
suspend some jobs as needed to keep the sum less. A working set changes slowly
with time. A crude way to keep up with changes is to look at a few bits that are
updated at regular intervals and remove pages from the working set whose bits
have fallen off the table

⊲ decide on minimum and maximum allowable page fault rates per process. If a
rate falls below the minimum, remove allocated pages from the process. If the
rate rises above the maximum, add free pages to the working set

• control: page size

⊲ if page size is increased there will be fewer page faults which reduces time over-
head spent waiting for I/O to disk. But internal fragmentation will be increased.
However, smaller page size improves locality (matches locality of the process)
which reduces I/O to disk. A larger page size means smaller page tables.

Performance enhancers:

• I/O interlock (locked pages): for code required for I/O fault handling, buffers,
partially updated pages, critical kernel code, performance critical data. If, for example,
an I/O process is given an address from which to take or put data, it must make sure
the data at that address does not change for the long period of time that the I/O
process takes - note the process should itself be interruptible.

• Inverted page table: a single page table replaces one page table per process. Im-
plemented as a hash table, indexed on process and page number. These can be a lot
smaller than a collection of many page tables.

• Demand segmentation: old processors do not have hardware support for demand
paging and use demand segmentation instead

• TLB reach: the total memory that the TLB can cover is (TLB size)*(page size). If
the reach is smaller than the working set size page faults increase

⊲ solution 1: increase TLB size. But that could go out of control

⊲ solution 2: increase page size. But that has problems noted above

⊲ solution 3: allow many different page sizes. But TLBs currently are designed
to accomodate one size so this has to be worked out with chip manufacturers.
Perhaps this is why linux only has sizes 4K and 4M - the latter maintained in
software



Performance improvements:

• Copy-on-write: if multiple processes request resources which are initially indistin-

guishable they can all be given pointers to the same resource. Then if a process tries
to modify its “copy” of the resource, a separate (private) copy is made for that process
to prevent its changes from becoming visible to all others. If no process ever makes
any modifications, no private copy need ever be created.

⊲ Main use: when a process creates a copy of itself, the pages in memory that
might be modified by either the process or its copy are marked copy-on-write.
When one process modifies the memory, the kernel intercepts the operation and
copies the memory so that changes in one process’s memory are not visible to the
other.

⊲ Other use: calloc returns 0’ed memory. Initial calls return pointers to the same
page. Then, as writes are made, copies are made and pointers changed. This is
done for large callocs

⊲ Implementation: the MMU is notified that certain pages in the process’s address
space are read-only. When data is written to these pages, the MMU raises an
exception and the handler allocates new space in physical memory and makes the
page being written correspond to that new location in physical memory.

⊲ Advantage: the ability to use memory sparsely. Usage of physical memory only
increases as data is stored in it. Efficient hash tables can be implemented which
only use little more physical memory than is necessary to store the objects they
contain.

⊲ Problem: such programs run the risk of running out of virtual address space.
Virtual pages unused by the hash table cannot be used by other parts of the
program.

⊲ Problem: complexity. When the kernel writes to pages, it must copy any such
pages marked copy-on-write.

• Memory Mapped Files: a resource is read into memory using demand paging.
Reads and write are treated as ordinary memory reads and writes. Speeds up access
to the resource. Allows several processes to share access to the resource.

⊲ Problem: a 5KB resource maps to two 4KB pages, so there is some waste

⊲ Problem: when a block of data is loaded in page cache, but is not yet mapped
into the process’s virtual memory space, page faults may occur

⊲ Problem: a file larger than the addressable space can have only portions mapped
at a time, complicating reading it. An IOMMU can remedy this situation.

⊲ Advantage: a system call takes orders of magnitude longer than a memory access
(e.g. seek time and latency are eliminated)

⊲ Advantage: the mapping can be to the kernel’s page cache and therefore not
take away from user pages


